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Creditor objected to the supplemental compensation request of
counsel for debtor on the basis it was excessive.  Court ruled
that creditor waived her right to file specific objections to the
itemization of fees by failing to do so by the deadline set by
the court and agreed to by the creditor.  The court conducted its
independent review of the fees and the itemization and found that
while the fees were high, in the context of this case they were
not excessive.  The court did identify entries which it intended
to disallow, but since the aggregate of these entries totaled
less than the voluntary reduction already taken by debtor’s
counsel, supplemental compensation was approved in the amount
requested.
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Lindquist (“Ms. Lindquist”) filed her objection (the “Original

Objection”) to allowance of the supplemental fees and costs as requested

in the Initial Application.  See Docket No. 292.  Ms. Lindquist stated

her Original Objection in general terms, arguing that the supplemental

fee request was excessive in the Initial Application and generated in

part “by litigating issues that should have been settled and [taking]

positions that are contrary to statutory provisions.”  Id. at 1.  

This matter first was addressed informally at a hearing

scheduled to deal with other matters in the case on March 24, 2006.  At

that time, the parties were informed that the court had set the initial

hearing regarding the Original Objection for scheduling purposes only, to

“set a schedule for detailed written objections to the itemization and

then a response.”  Transcript of March 24, 2006 Hearing, Docket No. 339,

p. 92.  The parties further were advised that the court would make a

decision based on the parties’ written submissions.  Id.  Ms. Lindquist’s

response was, “good idea, your Honor.”  Id.

The scheduling hearing with respect to the Original Objection

took place on May 17, 2006.  See Docket No. 363.  Deadlines for Debtor’s

Counsel to submit an amended supplemental fee application and for

Ms. Lindquist to file her detailed objections, allowing for a response

from Debtor’s Counsel and a reply by Ms. Lindquist, were discussed by the

court with the parties and agreed to by all parties, including

Ms. Lindquist.  The discussion between the court and the parties

proceeded as follows:

THE COURT:  Now, consistent with the procedure we had
discussed for handling the objection to supplemental
fee applications, I’m not going to set the matter for
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hearing.  What I’m going to do is I’m going to give
Ms. Lindquist an opportunity to set down in writing
her specific objections to the amended supplemental
fee application.  Vanden Bos and Chapman will have an
opportunity to respond in writing.  Ms. Lindquist will
then have an opportunity to reply, and then I will
rule in writing.

So, with that framework in mind, Ms.
Lindquist, how much time do you need to prepare your
specific objections to the amended supplemental
application that will be filed no later than May 31?
MS. LINDQUIST:  Well, I need at least until the 25th
of June, Your Honor, since I have--
THE COURT:  I’ll give you until the 30th.
MS. LINDQUIST:  What?
THE COURT:  I’ll give you--
MS. LINDQUIST:  I have the June--I need until June
25th at the least to file that.
THE COURT:  Well, that’s a Sunday, but I’m going to
give you until the end of the month, June 30th.
MS. LINDQUIST:  June 30th, that’s fine.
THE COURT:  So I’ll give you five more days.
...
THE COURT:  Mr. Vanden Bos, how much time do you need
for your response?
MR. VANDEN BOS:  Twenty days.
THE COURT:  All right.  I’ll require the response by
Thursday, July 20th.  And, Ms. Lindquist, thereafter
how much time do you need for your reply?
MS. LINDQUIST:  Two weeks, Your Honor.
THE COURT:  All right.  So I will set then the reply
deadline at Thursday, August 3rd.  And the Court will
enter a scheduling order reflecting the dates we’ve
just discussed.
MS. LINDQUIST:  Thank you, Your Honor.
...
THE COURT:  So any other issues with regard to the fee
application matters?
MS. LINDQUIST:  No, Your Honor.  That’s just fine.  A
scheduling order is just fine.  Thank you.

Transcript of May 5, 2006 Hearing, Docket No. 442, pp. 3-6.

The agreed deadlines were incorporated in a scheduling order

(the “Scheduling Order”) entered on May 22, 2006.  See Docket No. 374. 

The Scheduling Order specifically provided:

2.  Vanden Bos & Chapman shall file an amended
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supplemental fee application no later than May 31,
2006.
3.  Petitioner [Ms. Lindquist] shall file specific
objections to Vanden Bos & Chapman’s amended
supplemental fee application by June 30, 2006.
4.  Vanden Bos & Chapman shall file any response to
Petitioner’s objections by July 30, 2006.
5.  Petitioner shall file any reply to any response by
August 3, 2006.

See Docket No. 374, pp. 1-2.

Thereafter, Debtor’s Counsel filed the Amended Application,

seeking approval of supplemental fees and costs totaling $86,297.27, on

May 31, 2006.  Ms. Lindquist filed Her “Objection to Debtor’s Attorneys

[sic] for Supplemental Compensation” (the “Fee Objection”) with the court

on June 29, 2006.  See Docket No. 401.

In the Fee Objection, Ms. Lindquist states her objections to

the approval of supplemental fees and expenses requested in the Amended

Application as follows:

This Objection is based upon the undisputed factual
showing that there are two appeals pending that would
require dismissal of this Chapter 13 bankruptcy and
render any and all request for attorneys’ fee in this
case moot as all request for attorney fees star [sic]
with a “lodestar” determination, see Morales vs City
of San Rafael, 96 F3rd 359 at 363 (9th Cit [sic]
1996).
     In this case there are currently two appeals
pending and also a Ninth Circuit Writ of Mandamus
which has been granted against this Court and a
pending contempt of Court motion pending and as such
it is absolutely necessary to have a determination
made on the two appeals before any hearing on the
supplemental attorneys’ fees should be heard in the
interest in further litigation in this case as there
is no determination as to who is the prevailing party
in this case.
     Moreover, the charging of $86,000.00 of fees in a
Chapter 13 Bankruptcy cannot be considered reasonable
in any conceivable way as it is petitioner Eleanor
Lindquist contention that debtor is and will be unable
to prevail in this Chapter 13 Bankruptcy as both
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appeals currently pending in the United States
District court are dispositive of the Chapter 13 Case
and would require dismissal of the Chapter 13
Bankruptcy.
     The two appeals both deal with a denial of
adequate notice by the Bankruptcy Court in this case
and require reversal of the Bankruptcy Court issuance
of the confirmation of the chapter 13 plan and also
the dismissal of the adversarial case without any
notice at all.
     It is petitioner [sic] contention that the filing
of the Supplemental Compensation for Attorneys’ Fees
in this case should not go forward until the two
appeals are ruled upon as the lodestar determination
is necessary and cannot be completed until the United
States District Court has ruled and the appeal is
final.
     Wherefore, petitioner objects to the supplemental
compensation filed by the Vanden Bos & Chapman firm
and petitioner requests that this matter [sic] for a
full briefing schedule some time after the final
decision on appeal of right.

Docket No. 401, pp. 1-2.

Ms. Lindquist has filed no motion with the court requesting any

alteration to the Scheduling Order.

On or about July 19, 2006, Debtor’s Counsel filed their

Response (the “Response”) to the Fee Objection.  See Docket No. 424.  In

the Response, Debtor’s Counsel notes that Ms. Lindquist has not filed any

“specific objections” to the supplemental compensation and expense

reimbursements requested in the Amended Application, as required in the

Scheduling Order, and argues that in the absence of such specific

objections, all itemized time entries should be approved.  See id. at p.

1.  Debtor’s Counsel does not disagree with Ms. Lindquist’s statement in

the Fee Objection that the lodestar method should be used in evaluating

whether fee requests should be approved.  However, Debtor’s Counsel

points out that Ms. Lindquist does not address lodestar standards in the
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Ninth Circuit and how they are applicable to consideration of the Amended

Application.  Id. at pp. 1-2.  Finally, in the Response, Debtor’s Counsel

addresses the appeals and proceedings before the United States District

Court for the District of Oregon and the Ninth Circuit that Ms. Lindquist

argues will determine “who is the prevailing party in this case.”

On July 6, 2006, the United States District Court for the

District of Oregon (the “District Court”) denied Ms. Lindquist’s appeal

of the court’s order confirming Dr. Lindquist’s chapter 13 plan (the

“Confirmation Order Appeal”).  Id. at p. 2.  The District Court denied

Ms. Lindquist’s motion for reconsideration of its denial of the

Confirmation Order Appeal by Minute Order entered on August 17, 2006. 

Even had Ms. Lindquist prevailed in the Confirmation Order Appeal, her

conclusion that the chapter 13 case then would be dismissed is not

correct.

Ms. Lindquist’s second appeal to the District Court (the

“Adversary Appeal”) concerns this court’s order dismissing without

prejudice an adversary proceeding that Ms. Lindquist filed against

Dr. Lindquist, alleging claims that would be discharged if Dr. Lindquist

completes his plan in chapter 13.  The adversary proceeding was dismissed

to save the parties time and money while Dr. Lindquist’s chapter 13 case

is pending.  The court does not believe that the decision of the District

Court in the Adversary Appeal will have any impact on the outcome of

Dr. Lindquist’s chapter 13 case.  A District Court decision overturning

this court’s order dismissing Ms. Lindquist’s adversary proceeding

against Dr. Lindquist would not require dismissal of Dr. Lindquist’s

chapter 13 case.  On that point in her Fee Objection, Ms. Lindquist
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simply is wrong.

On July 5, 2006, the Ninth Circuit issued its Order (the “July

5th Order”) denying Ms. Lindquist’s pending motions for contempt and for

enforcement of an order of the Ninth Circuit “because petitioner has not

yet obtained an order for spousal support from the state court, nor

otherwise proven her entitlement to be considered a priority claimant in

the bankruptcy.  Petitioner does not need any further order from the

bankruptcy court in order to proceed in the state court.”  The July 5th

Order goes on to state:  “No motions for reconsideration, rehearing,

clarification, stay of the mandate, or any other submissions shall be

filed or entertained in this closed docket.”  See Docket No. 424, Ex. C,

p. 1.  A copy of the July 5th Order is attached as Exhibit A hereto.  

While her appeals and other proceedings have been pending

before the District Court and the Ninth Circuit, Ms. Lindquist has not

obtained a stay of proceedings in Dr. Lindquist’s chapter 13 case before

this court.

Ms. Lindquist did not file any reply to the Response, by the

August 3rd deadline set in the Scheduling Order or thereafter.

Legal Discussion

In the circumstances stated above, the court finds that

Ms. Lindquist has had ample opportunity to state detailed objections to

the Amended Application by specific deadlines, of which she had explicit

notice.  As noted above, Ms. Lindquist has not filed any motion to modify

the Scheduling Order.  Ms Lindquist is acting pro se in this case, but

she has filed a number of motions on her own, seeking relief of various

types from the court.  She further has been advised repeatedly that if
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she wants any action from the court, she needs to file a written motion.

However, even if the court were to consider the Fee Objection,

filed on June 29, 2006 (one day before the deadline for Ms. Lindquist to

file specific objections to the Amended Application, as specified in the

Scheduling Order), as a motion to modify the Scheduling Order, the court

finds no cause to grant any change to the Scheduling Order.

The deadline to file specific objections to the Amended

Application was set at the hearing on May 17, 2006, attended by

Ms. Lindquist by telephone.  Ms. Lindquist requested until June 25, 2006,

to file her specific objections, and the court gave her until June 30,

2006.  Ms. Lindquist requested a deadline of two weeks after the response

deadline of July 30, 2006, for her reply, and the court gave her exactly

the time requested, with a deadline of August 3, 2006.  The Fee Objection

does not include any specific objections to the Amended Application, and

Ms. Lindquist did not file any reply to the Response.  Since

Ms. Lindquist has chosen not to file any specific objections to the

Amended Application according to the extended schedule to which she

explicitly agreed, the court finds that she has waived the opportunity to

file such specific objections.    

Ms. Lindquist’s argument that the fees requested in the Amended

Application are unreasonable and excessive in a case of this type still

must be addressed.  The court is mindful of the Ninth Circuit’s

admonitions in Unsecured Creditors’ Committee v. Puget Sound Plywood,

Inc., 924 F.2d 955, 961 (9th Cir. 1991), that counsel has

an obligation to consider the potential for recovery
and balance the effort required against the results
that might be achieved.  Absent unusual circumstances,
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an attorney must scale his or her fee at least to the
expected recovery.

This is a chapter 13 case filed by an individual debtor, not a

reorganization case for a substantial corporate business debtor. However,

this is an extraordinarily contentious case.  The unusual circumstances

of this case have required very substantial efforts by Debtor’s Counsel.

There are over 440 docket entries in this case.  Approximately

70 of those docket entries represent filings by Ms. Lindquist, many of

which have required responses by Debtor’s Counsel and hearings before

this court.  In his original schedules filed with the court,

Dr. Lindquist listed general unsecured claims totaling $293,754.  See

Docket No. 29, Schedule F.  Ms. Lindquist has filed an unliquidated claim

in the amount of $7,000,000.  See Claim No. 36.  The financial stakes for

Dr. Lindquist in his chapter 13 case are very significant, justifying

extraordinary efforts by Debtor’s Counsel.

While the Amended Application requests supplemental fees and

costs that are unusually large in a chapter 13 case, this is a case in

which:  1) Ms. Lindquist has contested Dr. Lindquist’s competence to file

his chapter 13 petition, and that issue was litigated over a number of

months, culminating in a full day evidentiary hearing; 2) Ms. Lindquist

has appealed rulings of this court three times to the District Court; 3) 

Ms. Lindquist filed a Petition for Writ of Mandamus, requesting relief

that was granted in part, and at least two other motions with the Ninth

Circuit; and 4) Debtor’s Counsel has been required to monitor domestic

relations proceedings between the Lindquists in California state court. 

As the court previously has found, Ms. Lindquist has manifested a purpose
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  In fact, no interested party other than Ms. Lindquist has1

objected to the compensation and reimbursement of expenses requested by
Debtor’s Counsel in the Amended Application. The only document filed in
connection with the Amended Application by anyone other than Ms.
Lindquist and Debtor’s Counsel is a letter dated June 26, 2006, from
creditor Brian J. Rodriques, filed on June 30, 2006, advising that a
joint rental obligation of both Dr. Lindquist and Ms. Lindquist, remains
unpaid.  See Docket No. 408.
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to disrupt Dr. Lindquist’s chapter 13 case, and she has pursued that

objective through multiple pleadings and proceedings.  See letter

opinion, dated December 16, 2005, Docket No. 213, p. 10.  In light of

that record, to argue that the fees requested by Debtor’s Counsel are

disproportionately large as a general matter and thus are not reasonable

is disingenuous. 

In a chapter 13 case, review of a supplemental fee request

“starts with a determination of the ‘lodestar,’ by multiplying a

reasonable number of hours expended by a reasonable hourly rate.”  Boone

v. Derham-Burk (In re Eliapo), 298 B.R. 392, 398 (9th Cir. BAP 2003).  No

issue ever has been raised in this case by Ms. Lindquist or by any other

party as to the reasonableness of the hourly rates charged for attorney

and paralegal services by Debtor’s Counsel.   Accordingly, the court1

assumes for purposes of this Memorandum Opinion that the hourly rates

charged by Debtor’s Counsel are reasonable, and that analysis must focus

on whether the time expended in this case by Debtor’s Counsel through the

period covered by the Amended Application (through April 30, 2006) is

reasonable, and whether the fees charged ultimately are fair.

Debtor’s Counsel requests approval of supplemental fees and

expenses totaling $86,297.27 in the Amended Application. That is an
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extraordinarily large supplemental compensation request in a chapter 13

case.  However, as noted above, this case has been extraordinarily

contentious and has required involvement of Debtor’s Counsel in multiple

proceedings not usually encountered in the garden variety chapter 13

case.  

In the itemization included in the Amended Application, a

marked copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit B, Debtor’s Counsel

has divided services performed among a number of separate categories. 

Debtor’s Counsel has allocated 26.50 hours of compensable time, for a

billing of $5,633.50, for work relating to “General Pre-Confirmation

Issues”; 3.60 hours ($692.25) was allocated to “Amended

Schedules/Plan/Budget”; 0.10 hours ($31.50) was allocated to “Tax

Issues”; 5.75 hours ($1,345.00) was allocated to “Motion for Relief”;

1.60 hours ($372.50) was allocated to “Claims Issues/Case Analysis”; 4.15

hours ($1,014.50) was allocated to “General Post-Confirmation Issues”;

2.40 hours ($540.00) was allocated to the “Lindquist-Adversary

proceeding”; 91.60 hours ($22,175.37) was allocated to “Lindquist-

Competency Issue”; 71.00 hours ($14,976.25) was allocated to “Lindquist-

Appeal-OCP [Order Confirming Plan]”; 13.80 hours ($2,879.00) was

allocated to “Lindquist-Appeal-Adversary”; 3.55 hours ($706.75) was

allocated to “Lindquist Proof of Claim/Objection”; 77.95 hours

($19,233.62) was allocated to “Motion to Dismiss/for Contempt”; 2.25

hours ($579.75) was allocated to “Objection re: Attorney Fees by E.

Lindquist”; 6.30 hours ($1,337.00) was allocated to “Intel Records

request-E. Lindquist”; 9.60 hours ($2,388.50) was allocated to

“Divorce/Calif. State Court Matters”; 10.25 hours ($1,981.50) was
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allocated to “Stock Sale/Retirement Issues”; 10.45 hours ($2,655.25) was

allocated to “Mediation”; 1.35 hours ($388.75) was allocated to “Stu

Brown-Representation of Eleanor”; 9.15 hours ($2,031.25) was allocated to

“Misc Issues re: Eleanor Lindquist”; and 14.40 hours ($3,268.75) was

allocated to “Release of Funds to Eleanor Lindquist.”  

The court has reviewed the itemizations of attorney and

paralegal time included in the Amended Application in detail.  The court

finds that this case has required the performance of a number of

extraordinary services on the part of Debtor’s Counsel, in comparison to

the services required of debtor’s counsel in more typical chapter 13

cases.  In light of the magnitude and variety of services required to be

performed by Debtor’s Counsel in this case, the court does not find that

the hours allocated under the various categories in the itemization

included in the Amended Application are unreasonable or excessive as a

general matter.

However, in the court’s review of the itemization, there are

certain time entries that the court will disallow for the following

reasons:  First, in some cases, the time entries do not include an

adequate description of the services rendered in order to allow the court

to evaluate their reasonableness.  For example, two entries from

March 16, 2006, are set forth in the itemization as follows:

     03-16-06   Research      6JH   160.00   0.30   48.00

     03-16-06   Research re:  6JP   195.00   0.10   19.50

Nothing in those time entries tells the court what issue(s) of concern in

the case were being researched.  The court is disallowing 6.35 hours of

itemized time, charged at a total of $1,273.00, for inadequate
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description of services rendered, as identified on Exhibit B attached

hereto.  

Next, the court understands that in a case presenting as many

issues as have been confronted by Debtor’s Counsel in this case, internal

office conferences between attorneys and between attorneys and paralegals

occur to allow for efficient organization of work and to insure that

issues are appropriately analyzed.  However, the court finds that the

amount of office conferencing reflected in the itemization included in

the Amended Application is unreasonably high and is disallowing 3.95

hours of itemized time, charged at a total of $965.50, for excessive time

billed for office conferences.  Where two attorneys have conferred or an

attorney has conferred with a paralegal, and the court has disallowed

time, the court has disallowed the time of the attorney or paralegal with

the lower hourly rate only, as identified on Exhibit B attached hereto.

Several time entries on the itemization included in the Amended

Application reflect a duplication of effort.  The court is disallowing

0.30 hours of itemized time, charged at a total of $64.50 for such time

entries, as identified on Exhibit B attached hereto.

Finally, some of the time itemized in the Amended Application

reflects the performance of administrative tasks that more appropriately

should be charged to overhead and is not reasonably included in client

billings.  Accordingly, the court is disallowing 0.95 hours of itemized

time, charged at a total of $187.75 for such time entries, as identified

on Exhibit B attached hereto.

The court has reviewed the expense reimbursements requested in

the Amended Application and finds that they are consistent with the
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requirements of this court’s local rules and are reasonable.

Based on the foregoing analysis of the time and expense

itemizations in the Amended Application, the court finds that it is

appropriate to deduct a total of 11.55 hours of attorney and paralegal

time from the itemized time included in the Amended Application, totaling

$2,490.75.  However, the court notes that Debtor’s Counsel voluntarily

discounted a net total of $2,600.00 from the time itemized to arrive at

the amount of fees requested in the Amended Application, a discount

amount that exceeds the deductions that the court’s findings would

impose.  

Conclusion

Based upon the court’s review of the Amended Application, as

set forth above, the court finds that it is appropriate to allow Debtor’s

Counsel supplemental fees and expenses in the amounts requested in the

Amended Application, totaling $86,297.27, and to overrule Ms. Lindquist’s

objections stated in the Original Objection and in the Fee Objection. 

Mr. Vanden Bos should submit an appropriate form of order consistent with

the findings reflected in this Memorandum Opinion within the next ten

days.

###

cc: Robert J Vanden Bos
Eleanor Lindquist
Brian D. Lynch, Trustee
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